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Peak combustion pressures (PCP) are increased in heavy-duty diesel engines to obtain
higher thermal efficiency. Fuel injection strategy has been a major measure to improve the
combustion and emissions of diesel engines. But most existing work of multi-injection
strategies was not limited by PCP or was conducted under lower PCP (~15MPa). In this
study, an experimental study is conducted to further improve the understanding of
injection strategies on engine performance under a relative higher peak combustion
pressure at 20MPa. The four tested injection strategies are single main injection, pilot-
main injection, main-post injection, and pilot-main-post injection. The effects of PCP on
brake thermal efficiency (BTE) and other engine performances are also investigated under
the same NOx emissions conditions. Results indicate that more advanced injection timing
can obtain higher BTE, while the injection pressure has less effects on BTE as it is higher
than 120MPa. For double-injection, the smaller interval on pilot-main or main-post and the
less pilot or post mass improves BTE and emissions. The PCPs are linearly correlated to
the BTE, peak average temperature, and peak pressure rise rate (PRR), and the increment
of BTE, peak average temperature, and peak PRR are about 0.3%, 30 K, and 0.1 MPa/CA
for every 1 MPa increase in PCP, respectively. This also means that the improvement on
BTE by the increase of PCP imparts greater thermal and mechanical loads on engine
materials and components. At 20MPa PCP, based on the optimized injection strategies,
the BTE of all four strategies is about 42.8%, and the peak PRR of all four strategies is
about 0.8 MPa/CA. At a given NOx emission of 17.4 g/kWh and approximate 20 MPa PCP,
all four injection strategies have minor effects on distribution of fuel energy and emissions.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the injection strategies have fewer effects on BTE and
emissions at the higher peak combustion pressure of 20 MPa; the main purpose of
injection strategies is to reduce the peak PRR or reach the potentially required temperature
for aftertreatment devices.
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INTRODUCTION

Major global markets have greenhouse gas (GHG) and criteria
pollutant regulations in place (Jin et al., 2021). Because of stricter
regulations for heavy-duty (HD) commercial vehicles, the first
European HDGHG targets will require a fleet averaged reduction
in CO2 of 30% by 2030 as compared to a 2019 baseline (Joshi,
2021). In the meantime, the discussions have already started in
Europe on the next level of regulations beyond Euro 6 emissions
(Joshi, 2019). Since the internal combustion engine will continue
to be the predominant drive source for heavy long-distance
transport in the foreseeable future, increasing the engine
efficiency and reducing exhaust emissions will make a
significant contribution to achieving the above targets
(Horvath et al., 2020).

Fuel injection strategy has been a major measure to improve
the performance and emissions of diesel engines (Mohan et al.,
2013). Roh et al. (2015) investigated the effects of pilot injection
on combustion and emissions on a diesel engine. They revealed
that the highest pressure and NOx emissions of pilot injection are
significantly decreased when compared to the single injection
cases. The main reason for the decreased pressure and NOx

emissions was caused by the shorter ignition delay. Li et al.
(2015) presented the effect of multiple injections on particulate
matter and reported that the amount of particulate matter
decreases with the decrease in the diffusion combustion zone
when pilot injection is applied. Lee et al. (2015) revealed the
application of multiple injection and EGR to a diesel engine
powered by JP-8 fuel. Results showed PM and NOx emissions
could be reduced by half when using JP-8 without decreasing the
thermal efficiency. Horibe et al. (2018) applied multiple injection
to decrease cooling loss under the condition of high injection
pressure, and varied the number of injection stages and the split
ratio. Therefore, thermal efficiency was improved owing to the
combined split-main injection, increased injection pressure, and
advanced injection timing. Park et al. (2018) revealed that, when
the injection pressure was increased without changing the
injection timing in split injection, brake specific fuel
consumption (BSFC) deteriorated due to the increase of dwell
duration. The increased injection interval led to deterioration of
BSFC, the increase of HC and NOx emissions, and the significant
reduction of soot and CO emissions. In addition, the fixed

injection interval with a retardation of injection timing
improved the BSFC, increased soot emissions, and decreased
the NOx, HC, and CO emissions. Based on the above analysis,
injection timing around top dead center (TDC) and a short
injection interval, with not too high injection pressure,
improve the BSFC and emission characteristics in split-
injection diesel combustion. Osada et al. (2012) improved the
thermal efficiency by using closed post injection. The timing of
the post injection was advanced as far as possible, and the amount
of post injection was set approximately at 20% of the main
injection amount. Horibe et al. (2012) also found that
advanced post injection slightly improved thermal efficiency.
Martin et al. (2016) studied optimization strategy of post
injections to decrease soot emissions from a light-duty diesel
engine. Results identified two distinct regimes of post injection
strategies that decreased soot emissions. For the long-dwell
regime, the post mass was the critical factor in achieving soot
reduction, whereas in the close-coupled regime, the post interval
was the critical factor.

Engine manufacturers applied one of the measures, which was
injection strategies, to meet the US Department of Energy (DOE)
goal of demonstrating 55% brake thermal efficiency (BTE) on a
HD engine. Zukouski et al. (2015) carried out an expanded range
of start of injections with rail pressure sweep at each start of
injection, and revealed the highest BTE within an optimal 50% of
the mass fraction burned window. O’Connor et al. (2017)
evaluated a number of single and multiple injection strategies
varying injection timing and injection quantity, focusing on the
combustion and injection strategy optimization, coupling 3-D
computational fluid dynamics with 1-D engine modeling. Results
indicated a maximum BTE up to 54.2% at brake specific NOx of
8 g/kWh, with selected engine operating conditions at brake
torque 1550 Nm and engine speed 900 rpm. Kocher (2017)
reported that, by adjusting the fuel injection rate to obtain a
2 CA earlier peak heat release rate, the closed-cycle efficiency
improved about 0.3%.

It is found that most existing work which applied multiple
injection strategies was not limited by the peak combustion
pressure (PCP). The injection strategy is related to the PCP,
and increasing PCP has enabled increased diesel engine BTE
(Megel et al., 2011; Koeberlein, 2014). If the peak combustion
pressure at the beginning of expansion is increased, this adds
positive area to the p-V diagram which more than offsets a slight
increase in the (negative) work required during compression
(Heywood, 2018). Therefore, a larger fraction of fuel energy at
beginning of expansion is transferred to the piston as work, and
the brake thermal efficiency was improved. Factually, HD diesel
had steadily increased from approximately 38% BTE and 10 MPa
PCP in the mid-1980s to approximately 45% BTE and 17 MPa
PCP in 2000. From 2000 to 2010, PCP increased continually but
BTE fell first and increased as a result of technologies employed to
satisfy new emissions regulations, most notably exhaust gas
recirculation (EGR) (Stanton, 2013). For example, a 15 L
354 kW diesel engine (Displacement: 15 L, Power: 354 kW)
operated at 42% BTE and 19 MPa PCP in 2010 (U.S.
Department of Energy, 2013). From 2010 to 2020, although
the PCP did not increase significantly, the BTEs of some

TABLE 1 | The experimental engine specifications.

Parameters Units Values

Engine displacement L 7.7
Compression ratio - 17.5
Bore × Stroke mm 110 × 135
Max torque/speed Nm/rpm 1450/1100–1700
Rated power/speed kW/rpm 257/2200
Turbocharger system - Exhaust gas turbocharger, Wastegate
Air-air intercooler
Number of valves - 4
Number of nozzle holes - 8
Nozzle diameter mm 0.153
Included spray angle ° 147
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prototypes were improved to 50% by optimization. The targets
from the DOE report are 50% BTE and 25 MPa PCP in 2025, 55%
BTE and 27.5 MPa PCP in 2040, and 60% BTE and 30 MPa PCP
in 2050 (U.S. Department of Energy, 2013).

The materials used in HD diesel components have their
mechanical loading limits (Pierce et al., 2019); an example of
recently gray cast iron HD diesel head was designed for 25 MPa
PCP (Megel et al., 2011). The injection strategies can improve the
performance at the PCP limitation. Suh (2011) revealed that
maximum apparent heat release rate (AHRR) of two pilot
injections was decreased to 47.2% compared to that of single
injection at 5 MPa PCP. It was also found that two pilot injections
improved combustion efficiency. Furthermore, in multiple
injection strategy, less HC emissions and more CO formation
were observed during combustion process, and remarkable
simultaneous reduction of soot emissions up to 25% and NOx

emissions up to 58.7% could be achieved in low compression ratio
engine. Babayev et al., 2019a compared the different injection
strategies with the total injection quantity kept relatively constant
under 15 MPa PCP. The results proved that the isobaric
combustion concept could achieve gross indicated efficiencies
close to or higher than those of a conventional diesel combustion
(CDC) cycle. Furthermore, the results revealed that heat transfer
losses could be reduced by over 20% with an isobaric cycle. The
NOx emissions were significantly lower for the isobaric
combustion. Meanwhile, the soot, CO, and HC emission levels
were proven to be fairly similar to those of the conventional diesel
combustion. Babayev et al., 2019b also focused on understanding
the effect of different injection strategies on the emissions, heat
release, and thermal efficiency of isobaric combustion at 15 MPa
PCP. At high PCPs, isobaric combustion cycle was capable of
achieving efficiencies equal to those of the CDC cycle. However, it

FIGURE 1 | The schematic diagram of the experimental setup.

TABLE 2 | Uncertainties of measured parameters.

Measured parameters Property Sensitivity Uncertainties (%)

Engine torque 0–2100 Nm ±2.8 Nm 0.2
Engine speed 0–7000 r/min ±1 r/min 0.01
Intake pressure 0–1000 kPa ±0.5% kPa 0.1
Intake temperature 223.15–573.15 K ±0.05% K 0.35
Exhaust temperature 223.15–1073.15 K ±0.05% K 0.35
Airflow meter 0–1200 kg/h ±1.75 kg/h 0.5
Fuel flow meter 0–150 kg/h ±0.01 kg/h 1
In-cylinder pressure 0–250 bar 16 pC/bar 0.4
Soot emissions 0–8.08 FSN 0.001 FSN 3
NOx emissions 0–10, 000 ppm ±1 ppm 0.5
HC emissions 0–50, 000 ppm ±1 ppm 0.5
CO emissions 0–50, 000 ppm ±1 ppm 0.5
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had much higher exhaust enthalpy, lower PCPs, and heat transfer
losses. NOx formation was only a function of the total injection
duration. CO, HC, and soot were formed during the first
injection, then oxidized during the subsequent injections. CO,
HC, and soot formation rate increased again during the late
injections. Nyrenstedt et al. (2020) performed injection strategy
experiments with an equivalent HD diesel optical engine around
7 MPa PCP. Three injection strategies built two isobaric heat
release cases and an isochoric heat release case. Results found that
in the isobaric cases, liquid fuel was injected into burning gases.
This resulted in shorter ignition delays and thus a poor mixing
level. The lack of air/fuel mixing was clearly the main factor
contributing to the high soot emissions observed in isobaric
combustion. By tracking the chemiluminescence, the lower
heat losses of the isobaric strategy were further explained.
Unlike the single injection, multiple injections helped to
contain the hot gases away from the walls. However, the
opposite effects were also found from the high thermal
radiation caused by the extensive soot formation. Ramadan
et al. (2020) focused on the effect of fuels on the multiple-
injection equivalent HD diesel optical engine which had
7 MPa PCP. The research revealed that isobaric combustion
could be achieved even with high octane number fuels such as
isooctane. The dwell time between injections was much larger for
isooctane, which allowed enhanced mixing of the air with fuel jets
and thereby a partially premixed combustion behavior. Tang et al.
(2020) evaluated the fuel spray characteristics of the four-
consecutive-injections strategy which used in high-pressure
isobaric combustion of about 3.2 MPa PCP at TDC. The high-
speed imaging of the liquid-phase spray revealed that a short
injection dwell reduced the hydraulic delay of the injector,
resulting in an increase in both the injection duration and the
peak liquid-phase penetration length. Goyal et al. (2020) studied
the effect of compression ratio, EGR, and engine speed on CDC
and two isobaric combustion cases, by using multiple injection
strategies. The high-pressure isobaric combustion (IsoH) and
low-pressure isobaric combustion (IsoL) were maintained at PCP
of 6.8 and 5 MPa, respectively. From the compression ratio
comparison results, it was found that a higher compression
ratio resulted in increased gross indicated efficiency and
decreased exhaust losses. The NOx emissions were also
increased with decreased soot concentration at the lower
compression ratio. Irrespective of EGR rates and engine speed,
it was found that IsoH had similar or higher gross indicated
efficiency than CDC with the lowest efficiency for IsoL. At a given

engine speed, lower EGR rates resulted in lower soot, CO, and HC
emissions with higher NOx emissions. However, with decreased
engine speed, HC and CO emissions were highly unchanged.

Based on the aforementioned studies, it is found that
multiple-injection can effectively control the in-cylinder

TABLE 3 | Injection settings.

Type Injection pressure
(MPa)

Pilot-main interval
( CA)

Pilot mass
(mg)

Main timing
( CA ATDC)

Main-Post interval
( CA)

Post mass
(mg)

Single main injection 120 - - −14~−6 - -
100–180 - - −11 - -

Pilot-main injection 160 30–5 10 −12~−10 - -
160 5 2–10 −12~−10 - -

Main-post injection 160 - - −13~−12 6–14 30
160 - - −12 6 10–30

Pilot-main-post injection 160 5 2 −12~−4 6 10

FIGURE 2 | Effects of single main injection timing and pressure on
combustion characteristics. (A) Effects of main timing on in-cylinder pressure
and AHRR, (B) Effects of injection pressure on in-cylinder pressure and
AHRR.
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combustion, so as to obtain higher thermal efficiency and
lower emissions. However, the studies on multiple-injection
were mainly conducted under lower PCP at 15 MPa in the
previous works. In future, PCPs should be increased further in
heavy-duty diesel engines in order to obtain enhanced
thermal efficiency. Therefore, in the current study, first of
all, for further improve the understanding of injection
strategies on higher PCP, the PCP is limited to 20 MPa to
investigate the effects of multiple-injection on combustion
and emissions. Secondly, the current study will clarify the
relationship between PCPs and the engine performance, such
as BTE, peak average temperature, and peak pressure rise rate.
Finally, an optimized injection strategy is proposed at 20 MPa.
The current work can provide a valuable reference on the

utilization of injection strategies on diesel engine under
higher combustion pressure conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

Engine Setup
All experiments were carried out on an inline and 6-cylinder
heavy-duty diesel engine equipped with a Bosch commercial
common rail fuel-injection system. The detailed specifications
of the engine are listed in Table 1. The schematic of the
experimental setup is presented in Figure 1. The original
engine can meet the Euro VI emission regulations by using
a high-pressure EGR, a selective catalytic reduction (SCR), a
diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC), and a diesel particulate filter
(DPF). The EGR, SCR, DOC, and DPF were removed and all
the emissions were the raw emissions in this experiment.

The in-cylinder pressure was measured by a pressure
transducer (Kistler 6125C) coupled with a corresponding

FIGURE 3 | Effects of single main injection timing and pressure on
distribution of fuel energy. (A) Effects of main timing on distribution of fuel
energy, (B) Effects of injection pressure on distribution of fuel energy.

FIGURE 4 | Effects of single main injection timing and pressure on
emissions. (A) Effects of main timing on emissions. (B) Effects of injection
pressure on emissions.
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charge amplifier (Kistler 5011B10) and a data acquisition system.
The acquisition of cylinder pressure data of 100 consecutive
engine cycles was triggered by the optical crank angle encoder
(Kistler 2614A4) with a resolution of 0.5 CA. The AHRR values
were calculated by the model which has been applied in previous
studies (Liu et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2015a; Zheng et al., 2015b).
The average temperatures were calculated using measured in-
cylinder pressure and trapped mass with ideal law assumption.
Exhaust smoke was measured with a filter paper smoke meter
(AVL 415S). Furthermore, the gaseous emissions, including NOx,
HC, and CO, were measured by an exhaust emission analyzer
(HORIBA MEXA7100DECR). During the experiment, the
temperature of cooling water and intake air were controlled at
85 ± 2°C and 50 ± 2°C, respectively. At each test point, the engine
ran for several minutes until the controlled measurement
parameters were stable, then the performance, emissions, and
combustion pressures were measured and recorded. The
uncertainties of the measurement instruments are shown in
Table 2, which are from the manufacturer specification.

Test Methods
In this work, the operating condition of 1.5 MPa brake mean
effective pressure (BMEP) and 1500 rpm engine speed was
selected to represent the frequently used operating and the
optimal economic area of the diesel engine. The injection
settings are listed in Table 3. The maximum of the main
injection timing of each type was the limit value with the PCP
constraint of 20 MPa. In the case of single main injection
timing, the injection timing was retarded from −14 CA after
top dead center (ATDC) (2 CA interval), and the injection

FIGURE 5 | Effects of pilot-main interval and pilot mass on combustion
characteristics. (A) Effects of pilot-main interval on in-cylinder pressure and
AHRR. (B) Effects of pilot mass on in-cylinder pressure and AHRR.

FIGURE 6 | Effects of pilot-main interval and pilot mass on distribution of
fuel energy. (A) Effects of pilot-main interval on distribution of fuel energy, (B)
Effects of pilot mass on distribution of fuel energy.
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pressure was 120 MPa, which was from the original injection
map at this operating condition. In the case of single main
injection pressure, the injection pressure was decreased from
180 MPa (20 MPa interval), which was the maximum
injection pressure of the fuel-injection system. The
injection pressure of following cases was 160 MPa with the
highest BTE of the single main injection pressure cases. In the
case of pilot-main interval, the interval was deceased from
30 CA (5 CA interval), and the pilot mass was 10 mg. In the
case of pilot mass, the pilot mass was decreased from 10 mg
(2 mg interval), and the pilot-main interval was 5 CA with the
highest BTE of pilot-main interval cases.

In the case of main-post interval, the interval was
increased from 6 CA (2 CA interval), which was the
minimum main-post interval, and the post mass was
30 mg. In the case of post mass, the post mass was
decreased from 30 mg (5 mg interval), and the main-post
interval was 6 CA with the highest BTE of main-post interval
cases. In the case of pilot-main-post injection, the injection

parameters were of the optimum value with the highest
BTE of previous cases except main timing, and the
main timing was retarded from −12 CA ATDC (2 CA
interval).

Distribution of Fuel Energy Analysis Method
The fuel energy (Qfuel) is divided into four parts: brake power,
exhaust loss (ηex), heat transfer loss (ηcool), and combustion
loss and others (ηmisc). Brake power (Pe) is the usable power
delivered by the engine to the load. Energy of exhaust gas
(Qex) is the energy taken away by the exhaust gas, and is
calculated based on exhaust temperature. Heat transfer loss
includes coolant and oil thermal losses, etc. Combustion loss
and others include total combustion and mechanical losses.
Combustion loss (ηcomb) is calculated based on unburned HC,
CO, and H2. Mechanical losses (ηm) are the ratio of
mechanical losses power and fuel energy. BTE (ηet),

FIGURE 7 | Effects of pilot-main interval and pilot mass on emissions. (A)
Effects of pilot-main interval on emissions, (B) Effects of pilot mass on
emissions.

FIGURE 8 | Effects of main-post interval and post mass on combustion
characteristics. (A) Effects of main-post interval on in-cylinder pressure and
AHRR, (B) Effects of post mass on in-cylinder pressure and AHRR.
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exhaust loss, heat transfer loss, combustion loss, and others
are respectively defined as

ηet �
Pe

Qfuel
(1)

ηex �
Qex

Qfuel
(2)

ηmics � ηcomb + ηm (3)
ηcool � 1 − ηet − ηex − ηmics (4)

The detailed calculations of each loss can be found in Ref.
(Taymaz, 2006; Heywood, 2018).

RESTULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effects of Single Main Injection on
Performance Under 20MPa Peak
Combustion Pressure
Figure 2 shows the effects of single main injection timing and
pressure on combustion characteristics, respectively. As the main
timing retards, the start of combustion delays and the peak
combustion pressure decrease. As the injection pressure
increases, the injection duration is shortened and the fuel
atomization is improved. The peak AHRR and combustion
phasing determine the peak combustion pressure. As the
injection pressure increases, the combustion phasing is
advanced and the peak AHRR is increased, which results in
the increase and advance of combustion pressure. Overall, the
main injection timing has larger effects on in-cylinder pressure
than injection pressure.

Figure 3 shows the effects of single main injection timing and
pressure on distribution of fuel energy, respectively. As the main

FIGURE 9 | Effects of main-post interval and post mass on distribution of
fuel energy.(A) Effects of main-post interval on distribution of fuel energy, (B)
Effects of post mass on distribution of fuel energy.

FIGURE 10 | Effects of main-post interval and post mass on emissions.
(A) Effects of main-post interval on emissions, (B) Effects of post mass on
emissions.
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timing advances, the higher combustion pressure gradually
increases BTE, the combustion phasing is nearer to TDC, and
exhaust loss decreases gradually; the similar AHRR profiles
determine basically unchanged heat transfer and combustion
loss. As the injection pressure increases, the combustion
pressure and mechanical losses are increased, which offset

each other, and finally the BTE first increases and then
decreases. With the increase of injection pressure, the
combustion phasing is nearer to TDC and exhaust loss
decreases gradually, the in-cylinder average temperature
increases, and the heat transfer loss increases. The fuel pump
work increases, and the mechanical losses increases. It should be
noted that BTEs are similar above 120 MPa and all BTEs are
between 42.6 and 42.8%. In general, more advanced injection
timing can obtain higher BTE, while the injection pressure has
fewer effects on BTE as it is higher than 120 MPa.

Figure 4 shows the effects of single main injection timing and
pressure on emissions, respectively. As the injection timing
advances, the combustion phasing is nearer to TDC and in-
cylinder combustion pressure is increased, NOx emissions
increase, while CO emissions decrease slightly. More fuel spray
impinges on the combustion chamber walls due to earlier
injection timings, resulting in the increase of HC emissions.
The constant ignition delay leads to the basically unchanged
soot emissions. As the injection pressure increases, in-cylinder
combustion temperatures and pressures are increased, CO and
NOx emissions trend is the same as that of the main timing. The
improvement of spray atomization leads to the decrease of soot
emissions and the shortening of ignition delay leads to the
increase of soot emissions, which offset each other, and finally
soot emissions first decrease and then increase. It is also because
more fuel spray impinges on the combustion chamber walls,
leading to slightly higher HC emissions, but the effects on HC
emissions are less than those of the injection timings.

Effects of Pilot-Main Injection on
Performance Under 20MPa Peak
Combustion Pressure
Figure 5 shows the effects of pilot-main interval and pilot mass
on combustion characteristics, respectively. As the interval
increases, the pilot-injection timing advances and, accordingly,
the AHRR profiles of pilot injections are advanced, while the peak
AHRR of pilot injections first increases and then decreases. When
the interval is larger, the timing of pilot injection is too early, the
in-cylinder temperatures and pressures are lower, and
combustion volume is also larger, thus the combustion rates
and peaks of AHRR for pilot injection are lower. Due to the fact
that the in-cylinder temperature and pressure at 30 CA interval
pilot injection are too low, the combustion phasing of pilot
injection is similar at 30 and 25 CA interval. When the
interval is smaller, in-cylinder temperatures and pressures are
increased, the ignition delay of pilot injection is shorter, and peak
AHRR of pilot injection is also lower. Therefore, at a given
interval of 15 CA, the peak of AHRR for pilot-injection is the
highest. Even if the AHRRs of pilot-injections present a large
difference, the AHRR profiles of main injections are less affected
by the interval. In-cylinder pressure of compression stroke is
changed slightly as the peak AHRR of pilot injection changes, but
the pilot mass is smaller and the in-cylinder pressure of expansion
stroke is basically unchanged with the increased interval. In
Figure 5B, as the pilot mass increases, the peak AHRR of
pilot injection is increased, in-cylinder temperatures and

FIGURE 11 | Effects of pilot-main-post injection on combustion and
emissions. (A) Effects of pilot-main-post injection on in-cylinder pressure and
AHRR, (B) Effects of pilot-main-post injection on distribution of fuel energy. (C)
Effects of pilot-main-post injection on emissions.
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pressures are higher, the ignition delay of main injection is
shorter, and finally results in the decreased peak AHRR of

main injection. In-cylinder pressure of compression stroke is
increased, which leads to the increase of PCP in expansion stroke.
Overall, pilot mass has larger effects on in-cylinder pressure than
pilot-main interval.

Figure 6 shows the effects of pilot-main interval and pilot
mass on distribution of fuel energy, respectively. In Figure 6A,
the higher combustion pressure of pilot injection at compression
stroke decreases BTE, which also leads to higher combustion
temperature of compression stroke, and finally heat transfer loss
increases. In general, the smaller pilot-main interval improves
BTE. As the pilot mass increases, although the combustion
pressure and temperature of expansion stroke increase, the
combustion pressure and temperature of compression stroke
also increase, which offset each other, and finally results in the
basically unchanged distribution of fuel energy.

Figure 7 shows the effects of pilot-main interval and pilot
mass on emissions, respectively. The higher peak AHRRs of pilot
injection as shown in Figure 5A result in slightly more NOx

emissions at 15 and 20 CA intervals. The higher operating load
and the smaller pilot mass make the interval have minor effects
on HC and soot emissions. The CO emissions increase rapidly as
the interval is larger than 15 CA. The AHRRs of main injection
are basically unchanged and larger interval decreases the
combustion temperature of pilot injection; the generated CO
cannot be further oxidized to CO2, and enters the clearance area,
resulting in the increase in CO emissions. As the pilot mass
increases, the combustion pressure and temperature increase,
which leads to the increase of NOx emissions. Due to the lower
combustion temperature of pilot injection, as the pilot mass
increases, the HC and soot emissions of incomplete
combustion increase, while the main injection mass decreases,
the AHRR of main injection decreases, which are not conducive
to HC and soot oxidation, and both emissions increase slightly.
Overall, both pilot-main interval and pilot mass have minor
effects on emissions; the smaller pilot-main interval and the
less pilot mass can improve emissions to some extent.

Effects of Main-Post Injection on
Performance Under 20MPa Peak
Combustion Pressure
Figure 8 shows the effects of main-post interval and post mass
on combustion characteristics, respectively. As the interval
increases, the AHRR profiles of post injections are retarded
and the AHRR profiles of main injections and the peaks of
AHRR for post injections are basically unchanged. The
combustion phasing of post injection retards and is farther to
TDC, which results in the basically unchanged AHRR profiles of
main injection. Due to the in-cylinder pressure and temperature
of main injection being relatively higher, the peaks of AHRRs for
post injections are less affected by the main-post interval. As the
interval increases, the combustion pressure of post injection is
decreased slightly, and the combustion pressure of main
injection is basically unchanged. As the post mass increases,
the peak AHRR of post injection is increased slightly and the
peaks of AHRR for post injections are retarded due to the longer
post injection duration. More post mass makes the heat release

FIGURE 12 | Effects of PCP on performance. (A) Effects of PCP on BTE,
(B) Effects of PCP on peak average temperature, (C) Effects of PCP on peak
of pressure rise rate.
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of post injection farther to TDC, results in more exhaust and
heat transfer loss, and the heat release of main injection
decreases, resulting in lower PCP. In general, post mass has
larger effects on PCP than main-post interval.

Figure 9 shows the effects of main-post interval and post mass
on distribution of fuel energy, respectively. As the interval
increases, combustion phasing of post injection retards and is
farther to TDC, and the combustion becomes less isochoric with

TABLE 4 | The highest BTE injection settings at 20 MPa PCP.

Type Injection pressure
(MPa)

Pilot-main interval
( CA)

Pilot mass
(mg)

Main timing
( CA ATDC)

Main-Post interval
( CA)

Post mass
(mg)

Single main injection 160 - - −12 - -
Pilot-main injection 160 5 2 −12 - -
Main-post injection 160 - - −12 6 10
Pilot-main-post injection 160 5 2 −12 6 10

FIGURE 13 | Effects of different injection strategies on performance at 20 MPa PCP. (A) Effects of different injection strategies on in-cylinder pressure and AHRR,
(B) Effects of different injection strategies on average temperature and PRR, (C) Effects of different injection strategies on distribution of fuel energy, (D) Effects of different
injection strategies on emissions.

TABLE 5 | The injection settings at a given NOx emission of 17.4 g/kWh and approximate 20 MPa PCP.

Type Injection pressure
(MPa)

Pilot-main interval
( CA)

Pilot mass
(mg)

Main timing
( CA ATDC)

Main-Post interval
( CA)

Post mass
(mg)

Single main injection 160 - - −11 - -
Pilot-main injection 160 5 2 −10 - -
Main-post injection 160 - - −10 6 10
Pilot-main-post injection 160 5 2 −10 6 10
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the increase of combustion duration, which leads to the reduction
in BTE and the increment of exhaust and heat transfer loss. As the
post mass increases, the combustion pressure of main injection is
slightly decreased, which results in the decrease of BTE.
Meanwhile, the combustion duration is prolonged, which leads
to the increased heat transfer loss. Overall, main-post interval has
larger effects on distribution of fuel energy than post mass. The
smaller main-post interval and the less post mass can
improve BTE.

Figure 10 shows the effects of main-post interval and post
mass on emissions, respectively. As the interval increases,
although the combustion duration is prolonged, the
combustion temperature of post injection is decreased,
which results in the decrease of NOx emissions and
increase of soot emissions. Both CO and HC emissions are
basically unchanged because of the higher in-cylinder
pressure and temperature produced by the main injection
combustion. The CO and HC emissions are slightly increased
at 14 CA interval due to its too low combustion temperature of
post injection. As the post mass increases, the combustion

duration is also prolonged, but the combustion temperature
and pressure of main injection are decreased, which also
results in the decrease of NOx emissions and the increase
of soot emissions. Similar to the effects of post interval, both
CO and HC emissions are also basically unchanged with the
variation of post mass. In general, both main-post interval and
post mass have minor effects on emissions of CO and HC
emissions, but can reduce NOx emissions and increase soot
emissions.

Effects of Pilot-Main-Post Injection on
Performance Under 20MPa Peak
Combustion Pressure
Figure 11 shows the effects of pilot-main-post injection on
combustion and emissions. Compared with single main
injection, the AHRR profiles of pilot and post injection are
added to the AHRR profile of main injection. Similar to single
main injection, as injection timing advances, the start of
combustion is farther to TDC, and the in-cylinder temperature

FIGURE 14 | Effects of different injection strategies on performance at a given NOx emission of 17.4 g/kWh and approximate 20 MPa PCP. (A) Effects of different
injection strategies on in-cylinder pressure and AHRR, (B) Effects of different injection strategies on average temperature and PRR, (C) Effects of different injection
strategies on distribution of fuel energy, (D) Effects of different injection strategies on emissions.
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and the peak AHRR decrease. But the combustion phasing is
nearer to TDC, which leads to the increased combustion pressure.
The higher combustion pressure increases BTE, the combustion
phasing is nearer to TDC, and exhaust loss decreases gradually;
the similar AHRR profiles are determined to be basically
unchanged in heat transfer and combustion loss. The
combustion phasing is nearer to TDC and in-cylinder
combustion pressure is increased, which results in the
increased NOx emissions. More fuel spray impinges on the
combustion chamber walls due to earlier injection timings;
thus, HC emissions increase slightly. The constant ignition
delay and post mass lead to the basically unchanged soot and
CO emissions.

Effects of Peak Combustion Pressure on
Performance
Figure 12 shows the effects of PCP on performance. The local
graphs only include the linear correlation points of different
injection strategies. Overall, the increase of PCP is accompanied
by the increase of BTE, peak average temperature and PRR. This
also means that the improvement on BTE by the increase of PCP
imparts greater mechanical and thermal loads on engine
components and materials. Figure 12A shows that the PCP
and BTE are linearly correlated under some injection strategies
and the increment of BTE is about 0.3% for every 1 MPa increase
in PCP. However, as the interval of pilot-main injection or main-
post injection changes, or the post mass of main-post injection
changes, they have very large effects on BTE. It can be seen that
the PCP of the three injection strategies is about 20 MPa, but the
BTE changes greatly. That is to say, at approximately 20 MPa
PCP, calibrating the interval of pilot-main injection can make the
diesel engine have relatively low PRR as shown in Figure 12C.
Calibrating the interval and post mass of main-post injection can
make the diesel engine have relatively low peak average
temperature and thus lower NOx emissions as shown in
Figure 12B. Furthermore, the post mass needs to be further
reduced to improve BTE. Therefore, the three injection strategies
need to be optimized to compromise the above performance and
BTE at approximately 20 MPa PCP. Generally, PCP and peak
average temperature of the other injection strategies are linearly
correlated. The increment of peak average temperature and peak
PRR are about 30 K and 0.1 MPa/CA for every 1 MPa increase
in PCP.

Effects of Different Injection Strategies on
Performance at 20MPa Peak Combustion
Pressure
The highest BTE of different injection strategies is obtained by
calibrating the interval and mass in Table 3, but the maximum of
the main injection timing of each type was the limit value with the
PCP constraint of 20 MPa. Table 4 shows the highest BTE
injection settings of different injection strategies at 20 MPa
PCP. Figure 13 shows the effects of injection strategies in
Table 4 on combustion and emissions. Different injection
strategies have different characteristics of AHRR profiles. But

the in-cylinder pressure profiles are basically the same. The main
injection mass of single main injection and pilot-main injection is
larger, and the combustion pressure of single main injection and
pilot-main injection is slightly higher than that of main-post
injection and pilot-main-post injection after PCP. The peak PRR
of all four strategies is about 0.8 MPa/CA. The peak combustion
temperature of all four strategies is similar. The BTE of all four
strategies is 42.8% at 20 MPa PCP. Main-post injection and pilot-
main-post injection prolong the combustion duration due to the
post injection, which leads to the increased exhaust loss. Single
main injection and pilot-main injection increase the higher
combustion temperature duration due to larger main injection
mass, which results in the increased heat transfer loss. Higher
operating load and smaller pilot or post mass make different
injection strategies have minor effects on emissions at
20 MPa PCP.

Compared with other emissions, NOx emissions are
increasingly difficult to reduce. Therefore, the effects of
different injection strategies on combustion and emissions are
studied at the same as NOx emissions. Table 5 shows the injection
settings at a given NOx emission of 17.4 g/kWh and
approximately 20 MPa PCP. Figure 14 shows the effects of
injection strategies in Table 5 on combustion and emissions.
Single main injection reaches the highest PCP and the
combustion phasing is slightly advanced. The combustion
pressure of single main injection and pilot-main injection is
also slightly higher than that of main-post injection and pilot-
main-post injection after PCP. The peak combustion temperature
of all four strategies is also similar. The peak PRR of single main
injection is slightly higher than the other three strategies. All four
injection strategies have minor effects on distribution of fuel
energy and emissions. Overall, regardless of keeping the same
PCP or same NOx emissions at approximately 20 MPa
combustion pressure, all four injection strategies have minor
effects on performance.

CONCLUSION

In this study, an experimental study was conducted to further
improve the understanding of injection strategies on engine
performance under a relative higher peak combustion pressure
at 20 MPa. The operating condition of 1.5 MPa BMEP and
1500 rpm engine speed was selected to represent the frequently
used operating and the optimal economic area of the diesel
engine. Four strategies of single main injection, pilot-main
injection, main-post injection, and pilot-main-post injection
were operated. The main conclusions can be summarized as
follows.

(1) More advanced injection timing can obtain higher BTE,
while the injection pressure has fewer effects on BTE as it is
higher than 120 MPa. For double-injection, the smaller
interval on pilot-main or main-post and the less pilot or
post mass improves BTE and emissions. At approximately
20 MPa PCP, calibrating the interval of pilot-main
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injection can make the diesel engine have relatively low
PRR. Calibrating the interval and post mass of main-post
injection can make the diesel engine have relatively low
peak average temperature and thus lower NOx emissions.
Furthermore, the post mass needs to be further reduced to
improve BTE. Therefore, the three injection strategies
need to be optimized to compromise the above
performance and BTE at approximately 20 MPa PCP.

(2) The PCPs are linearly correlated to the BTE, peak average
temperature, and peak PRR. The increment of BTE, peak
average temperature, and peak PRR are about 0.3%, 30 K, and
0.1 MPa/CA for every 1 MPa increase in PCP, respectively.
This also means that the improvement on BTE by the
increase of PCP imparts greater thermal and mechanical
loads on engine materials and components.

(3) At 20 MPa PCP, based on the optimized injection
strategies, the BTE of all four strategies is about 42.8%,
and the peak PRR of all four strategies is about 0.8 MPa/
CA. At a given NOx emission of 17.4 g/kWh and
approximately 20 MPa PCP, all four injection strategies
have minor effects on distribution of fuel energy and
emissions. These show that all injection strategies have
fewer effects on BTE and emissions at 20 MPa PCP.

The results demonstrated that all injection strategies have less
effect on BTE and emissions at 20 MPa PCP, but the pilot-main
injection and main-post injection are still effective measures to

control combustion noise, mechanical load, heat load, and post-
treatment temperature. However, in order to improve BTE,
further experimental and numerical investigations are required
to deeply examine the impacts of the higher PCP conditions
(>30 MPa), higher injection pressure (>300 MPa), and more
flexible injection strategy on combustion and emissions.
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